Waiting for the bus is a significant part of nearly every transit trip. Well designed bus stops enhance the transit
experience, decrease perceived wait times for transit services, and can contribute to increased ridership. Conversely,
poorly designed bus stops can decrease customer satisfaction, make transit less attractive to potential new customers,
and make waiting at stops unsafe for riders. Investing in high quality bus stops is often a low-cost, high-reward strategy
for transit agencies.

Each bus stop serves a unique location and provides access to a specific range of transit options. Many transit agencies,
however, do not pay sufficient attention to different needs. While the greatest attention is paid to the highest ridership
stops, less used stops are too often haphazardly placed and provide few or no amenities for passengers. Not all stops
warrant a wide range of amenities, but inattention to bus stop design can reinforce negative perceptions of transit and
hinder ridership growth.
Developing clear and practical bus stop design guidelines can provide the structure and process needed to improve
overall transit system quality. No matter how many riders use a bus stop on a given day, each stop requires certain key
design elements to be safe, accessible, reliable, and comfortable for passengers. As ridership at a given stop increases,
agencies can install additional amenities that enhance the overall transit experience. By formalizing the amenity
installation process, agencies can set clear goals for stop quality and provide justification for how and when bus stop
upgrades occur.

Certain key bus stop design characteristics are essential for ensuring a high quality transit experience. While it is not
possible for every stop to be perfectly designed, there are a number of principles for good bus stop design and locations:



Bus stops should ideally be located
in places where passengers will feel comfortable and safe waiting for transit service. Stops locations should be
well lit, offset from fast moving traffic, and away from undesirable places to wait (such as gas stations) when
possible. Transit customers often view stops conveniently located near major activity centers, such as shops,
schools, or places of work, as the most attractive and safe.



Bus stops should be located in places where passengers can
easily find them. Passengers waiting for the bus should also be easily visible to bus drivers. Bus stops should
present a strong brand identity, through signage and other amenities, which assists customers in identifying

stop locations and available services. Riders should feel familiar with the elements present at each transit stop,
even if the exact amenities differ somewhat between locations.



All bus riders and potential riders need certain
basic information in order to use a transit service: Can I get to where I want to go from this stop? Is the route
running at this time of day? When will the next bus arrive? While much of this information can now be
accessed using a smart phone, transit riders continue to value basic route and schedule information at each bus
stop. Such information helps reduce confusion about transit service and can act as low-cost advertising to
potential new transit customers. Advanced information systems, such as real-time passenger information
boards, can further enhance the transit experience and increase customer satisfaction.



Nearly all transit riders are pedestrians or bicyclists
at some point in their journey. Therefore, it is important that each bus stop have a safe and defined pathway to
and from local destinations that is accessible to riders of all abilities. Most stops should have accessible and
safe sidewalk access and be located near a crosswalk. Ideally, this pedestrian infrastructure should extend far
beyond the stop location, ensuring that riders can safely travel to their destination. It is also important to
consider how bicyclists will access each bus stop, and add infrastructure such as bike lanes and storage racks
where appropriate.



Bus stops are most effective when actively
integrated with surrounding development. Well placed stops can enhance the transit experience and attract
new riders, while poorly placed stops can hinder bus operations and decrease customer safety. Developers and
planners should consider bus stop location early in the design process of a new project, rather than placing
stops at later stages of construction. Similarly, planners should consider how road and sidewalk reconstruction
and new bicycle infrastructure could affect stop quality and transit operations.



The provision of amenities at or very near
stops can make using transit more convenient and comfortable. Well designed bus stops can actually decrease
the amount of time customers perceive they have been waiting for the bus. The sections below detail a wide
range of potential bus stop amenities, as well as guidelines for placing these amenities based on stop ridership
and location.

A wide variety of bus stop amenities can be provided in many ways. Major bus stop elements include:


Bus stop signs



Transit maps



Schedule information



Real-time passenger information



Local area maps and local information



Paved waiting areas



Shelters



Seating



Lighting



Trash receptacles



Bicycle racks and storage

Additional elements can include features such as landscaping, public art, bikeshare, and, at major locations, carshare.

Bus stop signs are the most basic element of a bus stop and are vital to the customers’ transit experience. Bus stop signs
should present a uniform brand identity and include information that helps riders use available transit services. This
basic information includes route numbers and names, the direction of the routes, and a phone number and/or website
to call for additional assistance. Many systems now also include a stop ID number, which can be used to access real-time
schedule information via text message or an automated phone system. All bus stops should have a consistently
maintained bus stop sign.

Schedule information can help reduce some of the uncertainty associated with taking a bus. Basic schedule information,
including timetables and often a basic route diagram, can be mounted directly to a bus stop pole at lower ridership
stops. At higher ridership locations, larger schedules can be mounted on shelters, on walls, and on freestanding signs.
Schedule information should be placed in a vandal-resistant container and be updated after any service change.

Transit system maps can assist passengers in determining the best routing for their trip, including identifying transfer
locations. System maps can also act as low-cost advertising and help potential customers understand how they can use
transit services. Some agencies opt to provide maps displaying their entire network, while others tailor the maps based
on stop location. For example, an agency may opt to show only the bus routes than can be accessed using the services
available at a given stop. Most high ridership stops, especially stops that are major transfer locations, should have some
form of transit system map.

Most large transit operators now provide real-time passenger information that gives details about when a bus will arrive
at a particular stop. Real-time arrival information decreases the uncertainty related to service delays and allows riders
to spend less time waiting at a stop. Most agencies have also made this arrival information open source and allowed
software developers to make applications that track buses using a smart phone.
Some transit operators have installed digital signage with arrival information directly at bus stops. These boards are
useful for riders who do not own a smart phone and can increase the perception of a bus stop as a permanent piece of
infrastructure. Real-time signage also increases awareness of available transit service and may contribute to increased
ridership.

Local area maps provide neighborhood context for transit riders unfamiliar with a given location and can alert regular
users to previously overlooked destinations and transfer opportunities. Local area maps often highlight nearby
transportation services, such as bikeshare docking stations, train stations, and other bus stops. Local area maps may
also highlight tourist destinations, government offices, or information centers. Most local area maps are customized
based on the stop location and, thus, are more expensive to administer and maintain than a transit system map. Many
cities, however, produce a local area map that covers a specific neighborhood, such as downtown, and then place the
same map at many different bus stops.

Bus stops should have a paved area where riders can stand or sit while waiting. This is an important part of conforming
with accessibility requirements set forth in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). In most cases, bus stop waiting
areas can be sidewalks. Waiting areas should be relatively flat and be accessible to persons of all abilities. There should
be adequate room for a bus to extend its wheelchair ramp and for wheelchair users to navigate their chairs onto the
ramp. Bus stop waiting pads can also be defined through special pavers or color treatments.

Shelters protect transit riders from the elements and help to identify stop locations. Aside from buses, they are one of
the most visible elements of a transit system. As such, attractive and well designed shelters can help enhance public
perceptions of transit and function as advertisements for available services.
Numerous suppliers provide off-the-shelf bus stop shelter designs. Many agencies also choose to customize shelter
designs to fit specific stop locations and needs. Shelters typically have at least two walls, a roof, seating, and a clear
space for customers using a wheelchair. Bus shelters should provide a clear line of sight to approaching buses. Many
shelter designs incorporate glass or plastic walls in order to provide multiple lines of sight. Similar to benches, shelters
present an opportunity to integrate art or advertising into bus stop design.

Providing seating at bus stops significantly enhances the experience of waiting for a bus. Benches are the most typical
type of seating, but alternatives such as low walls or bollards can also be used. Seating design should not encourage
loitering but should be comfortable for riders. Seating should be incorporated within shelters when possible. Seating
exposed to the elements can sometimes be placed under trees or near buildings to provide shade. Benches also present
an opportunity to integrate art or advertising into bus stop design.

Passengers feel more safe and comfortable waiting at adequately lit bus stops, especially at night and during inclement
weather. In most urban areas, stops can be sited in areas that are already lit by streetlights or nearby businesses.
Lighting should be provided at stops in less populated or poorly lit areas. Bus stop lights are often powered using solar
panels and can be installed within shelters or directly on bus stop poles. When possible, lighting should be extended
somewhat beyond the bus stop waiting area, as many passengers feel safer when they able to see their immediate
surroundings.

Attractive landscaping is both an aesthetic and functional amenity that can improve the waiting environment at bus
stops. At stops without the space or ridership to justify a bus shelter, landscaping can provide an alternative source of
shade for riders. At stops in undesirable locations, landscaping can act as a buffer that reduces the impact of noise or
pollution. Landscaping can also work to integrate bus stops with surrounding developments or local character.

Public art can dramatically enhance bus stop attractiveness, while also providing an opportunity to involve the
community in the design of their transit system. Transit agencies can incorporate art into bus stops in a variety of ways,
including:


Large scale art installations at individual bus stops



Incorporation of artwork in a standard bus stop/bus shelter design that is used throughout the system



Art panels designed to fit alongside other system signage, such as transit maps



Custom bus stop furniture, including benches
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Some agencies opt to involve the community in public art design, through art competitions and coordination with local
business groups and schools.

Easily accessible and secure bicycle storage is essential for transit customers who access bus stops by bike. The most
basic form of bicycle storage is a bike rack. Bike racks can be as simple as a U-shaped metal pole, but can also be
designed to function as public art. Bike lockers are a more costly, but more secure, bicycle storage option. Bike lockers
are completely enclosed and are only accessible using a key, reducing the risk of theft. Bicycle storage should ideally be
located in a lighted area close to a bus stop or other area with high pedestrian activity.

Bikeshare systems allow people to rent bicycles for short time periods. A person rents a bicycle directly from a docking
station and then returns the bike to another station near their final destination. Most bikeshare systems have
membership plans, as well as daily or weekly pass options, that allow people to use the service as frequently as they
would like.
By locating bikeshare docks near bus stops, transit agencies can extend the area that riders can easily access by bus.
Some transit riders may choose bikeshare over riding their personal bicycles in order to reduce the uncertainty related
to bike rack availability on the bus.

Like bikeshare, carshare systems allow people to rent automobiles for short time periods. Most carshare systems require
people to return the vehicle to the same parking space from which it was rented; ZipCar is an example of this type of
system. Some systems, however, function more similarly to bikeshare and allow people to return vehicles to any
designated carshare parking space, such as the new Blue Indy carshare system in Indianapolis. Other systems allow
people to park in any on-street space, which is the model used by Car2Go. Customers are charged for the amount of
time they use a vehicle—by the hour, half hour, or minute, which includes gas and insurance.

Transit customers often need to travel to areas inaccessible or inconvenient to access by transit. For example, a transit
rider may want to access a local shopping center that is just beyond a comfortable walking distance from a bus stop. Car
share can help bridge this gap without requiring a longer duration car rental or multiple expensive taxi rides. Placing car
share near transit stops ensures quick and easy transfers between cars and the bus.

At present, Nashville MTA provides high quality stop facilities on its BRT lite routes with shelters, real-time
information, and an alert button that passengers can use to activate a flashing light at the top of the kiosk to inform
drivers that they are waiting. There are also many stops with shelters in and around downtown, but as the distance from
downtown increases, the number of
shelters generally decreases. This is
also the case with benches. Overall,
there is not a strong relationship
between ridership levels and the
stop facilities that are provided. To
partially address this situation,
Nashville MTA is currently
installing shelters at an additional
100 stops. Outside of Davidson
County, and as described in more
detail in the RTA State of the
System report, RTA stops are at
park-and-ride lots that are often
completely unmarked and provide
no facilities other than parking
spaces.
For a number of reasons—
particularly cost—it is not practical
to provide all amenities at all stops.
Typically, more extensive amenities
are provided at the busiest locations
(for example, transit centers), and
only basic amenities (such as bus
stop signs) are provided at very low
volume stops. A common approach
is to develop a hierarchy of stops
and to define the types of amenities
that should be provided based on
that hierarchy. For example:




that are the primary hubs and provide access to a wide range of transit service. As Transit
Centers often have a very high volume of passengers, a wide range of amenities and intermodal transfer
opportunities are typically provided.
stops that serve moderate volumes of passengers over very concentrated periods.



that are specifically designed transit “stations” that provide a wide range of information and
amenities to transit passengers. They are typically installed along the highest quality and more frequent transit
routes, for example, along BRT lite and at other key locations. In essence, Premium Stops provide amenities
similar to those typically associated with rail service.



that serve higher passenger volumes within the local bus system. High volume stops would
receive most of the amenities installed at Premium Stops but at a smaller scale.



that serve a moderate passenger volume. Transit agencies can justify providing some enhanced
amenities including shelters. A majority of stops in most transit systems are regular stops.



that serve very few riders and exist primarily to ensure comprehensive service coverage. Low
volume stops have limited amenities designed ensure understandable and comfortable access to transit
services.
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